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Abstract
This paper describes the connection of WordNet to a generic ontology based on DOLCE. We developed a complete set
of heuristics for mapping all WordNet nouns, verbs and adjectives to the ontology. Moreover, the mapping also allows to
represent predicates in a uniform and interoperable way, regardless of the way they are expressed in the text and in which
language. Together with the ontology, the WordNet mappings provide a extremely rich and powerful basis for semantic
processing of text in any domain. In particular, the mapping has been used in a knowledge-rich event-mining system
developed for the Asian-European project KYOTO.
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1. Open Domain Semantic Processing
Traditionally, Information Extraction (IE) is the task
of filling template information from previously unseen
text which belongs to a predefined domain (Peshkin
and Pfeffer, 2003). Standard IE systems are based
on language-specific pattern matching, consisting of
language-specific regular expressions and associated
mappings from syntactic to logical forms. The ma-
jor disadvantage of traditional IE systems is that they
focus on satisfying precise, narrow, pre-specified re-
quests e.g. facts about terrorist events.
Alternatively, the KYOTO system1 can be applied to
different languages and domains in a uniform way
thanks to a very rich knowledge model which maps
text items to ontological statements. To achieve this, it
uses a very rich knowledge model in the form of word-
nets and a generic ontology (Vossen and Rigau, 2010).
After basic morpho-syntactic processing, the system
integrates the semantic information of named-entities
and open-class words by applying a graph-based Word
Sense Disambiguation to words in context, scoring all
possible synsets from a local wordnet. Each of these
synsets is mapped to a shared ontology. From this
mapping, all possible ontological implications are de-
rived and integrated into a very rich text representa-
tion. The output of the linguistic processors is stored
in an XML annotation format that is the same for all
the languages, called the KYOTO Annotation Format
(KAF, (Bosma et al., 2009)). Currently, the semantic
information is included for all possible senses accord-
ing to a given wordnet together with all its associated
ontological statements2.

1Available at www.kyoto-project.eu/
2A demo for English, Spanish and Basque is

provided at http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/demokaf/
demokaf.pl

In KYOTO, the knowledge extraction is done by so-
called Kybots (Knowledge Yielding Robots). Kybots
are defined by a set of profiles representing informa-
tion patterns. In a profile, conceptual relations are ex-
pressed using ontological and morpho-syntactic pat-
terns. Since the semantics is defined through the on-
tology, it is possible to detect similar data even if ex-
pressed differently in the same or (with minor modifi-
cations) in a different language.
In order to combine the Kybots with a rich and flexible
knowledge model, we defined a three layered architec-
ture. Each layer contains a different source of knowl-
edge: a local lexicon, a local wordnet and a common
ontology. To guarantee maximum coverage, it is nec-
essary to connect every synset of wordnet to its corre-
sponding ontological features, i.e. to achieve seman-
tic closure. Connecting all synsets manually is very
expensive, too time consuming and not free of errors
and inconsistencies. We therefore describe a method
to obtain a full mapping between the English Word-
Net and the ontology. In the next sections, we first
describe the knowledge model and next the heuristics
for mapping all WordNet nouns, verbs and adjectives
to the ontology.

2. Knowledge Model

As a semantic model, the system exploits a three-
layered knowledge architecture which integrates us-
ing formal semantic relations three different types
of resources: a central ontology, local wordnets and
large background vocabularies linked to the wordnets
(Vossen and Rigau, 2010). This model follows the
principle of the division of labour (Putnam, 1975).
Following this principle, we can state that a computer
does not need to distinguish between instances of rigid
concepts (as defined by (Guarino and Welty, 2002)),
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such as a wigeon and a mallard. We assume that do-
main experts have the necessary knowledge to keep
them apart and that these properties are not necessary
for text mining applications. Rigid concepts thus do
not need to be defined formally in the ontology but can
be kept in the available background resources, such
as databases with millions of species (Cuadros et al.,
2010). We assume that hyponymy relations to rigid
synsets in WordNet declare those subconcepts as rigid
subtypes too unless we provide information to the con-
trary. Instead, the ontology should help describing
non-rigid concepts, e.g. endangered birds, migratory
birds which refer to processes and states for which we
find valuable information in textual sources.
In this model, the ontology does not need to be the
central hub for all terms in a domain in all languages
and the three knowledge layers can be developed sep-
arately by combining the efforts from three different
communities:

• Domain experts in social communities that con-
tinuously build background vocabularies;

• Wordnet specialists that define the general con-
cepts for a language

• Semantic Web specialists that define top-level
and domain-specific ontologies that capture for-
mal definitions of concepts

The semantic model provides complete mappings to
the ontology for all nominal, verbal and adjectival
WordNet3.0 synsets (Fellbaum, 1998)3. The map-
pings also harmonize information across different
part-of-speech (POS). For instance, migratory events
represented by different synsets for verbs migrate,
nouns migration and adjectives migratory inherit the
same ontological information corresponding to the
ChangeOfResidence class. Consequently, event men-
tions in text exhibiting a large variety of syntactic
structures will be modeled semantically in the same
way if we are able to establish the appropriate con-
nection to the same ontological types. This knowl-
edge model provides an extremely powerful basis
for semantic processing in any domain. Further-
more, through the equivalence relations of wordnets in
other languages to the English WordNet, this semantic
framework can also be applied to the other languages.

2.1. KYOTO ontology
As a central ontology, we used the KYOTO ontol-
ogy (Hicks and Herold, 2009)4. This ontology cur-

3This knowledge model is freely available through the
KYOTO website as open-source data.

4Available at http://www.kyoto-project.eu/

rently consists of 1,964 classes divided over three lay-
ers. The top layer is based on DOLCE 5 (Gangemi et
al., 2003) and OntoWordNet. The second layer are
the Base Concepts6 (BCs) which cover all nominal
and verbal WordNet synsets (Izquierdo et al., 2007) at
an intermediate level of abstraction. BCs are synsets
in WordNet 3.0 that have many relations with other
synsets and are selected in a way that ensures complete
coverage of the nominal and verbal part of WordNet,
i.e. resulting in semantic closure of the full vocabu-
lary by the ontology. Examples of BCs are: building,
vehicle, animal, plant, change, move, size, weight. In
total, there are only 309 nominal and 578 verbal BCs,
which have been incorporated as new types into the
Kyoto ontology as a second layer. The nominal BCs
have been manually assigned to various existing ontol-
ogy types. For the verbal BCs, we first included new
types for the 15 verbal WordNet lexicographer’s files
as subclasses of the type perdurant (events, processes,
phenomena, activities and states). Next, the verbal
BCs were integrated as subclasses under the type cor-
responding with their WordNet lexicographer’s file. A
third layer consists of domain classes introduced for
detecting events and qualities in a particular domain
(i.e. environment). Special attention has been paid to
represent the processes (perdurants) in which objects
(endurants) of the domain are involved and the quali-
ties they may have.

2.2. Wordnet to ontology relations
In addition to the regular synset to synset relations in
WordNet, we defined a specific set of relations for
mapping the synsets to the ontology, which are all
prefixed with sc standing for synset-to-concept. We
differentiate between rigid and non-rigid concepts in
WordNet through the mapping relations:

• sc equivalenceOf [synset, type]: the synset is
fully equivalent to the ontology Type and inherits
all its properties; the synset is Rigid

• sc subclassOf [synset, type]: the synset is a
proper subclass of the ontology Type and inherits
all its properties; the synset is Rigid

• sc domainOf [synset, type]: the synset is not a
proper subclass of the ontology Type and is not
disjoint (therefore orthogonal) with other synsets
that are mapped to the same Type either through
sc subclassOf or sc domainOf; the synset is non-
Rigid but still inherits all properties of the target

5DOLCE-Lite-Plus version 3.9.7
6http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/BLC
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ontology Type; the synset is also related to a Role
with a sc playRole relation

• sc playRole [synset, role]: the synset denotes in-
stances for which the context of the Role applies
for some period of time but this is not essential
for the existence of the instances, i.e. if the con-
text ceases to exist then the instances may still
exist (Mizoguchi et al., 2007) 7

• sc participantOf [synset (endurant), perdurant]:
instances of the concept (denoted by the synset)
participate in some perdurant, where the specific
role relation is indicated by the playRole map-
ping.

• sc hasState [synset, quality], : instances of the
concept are in a particular state denoted by the
ontological quality value. This state is is not es-
sential and can change.

This model extends existing WordNet to ontol-
ogy mappings. For instance, in the SUMO to
Wordnet mapping (Niles and Pease, 2003), only
the sc equivalenceOf and sc subclassOf relations are
used, represented by the symbols = and + respectively.
The SUMO-Wordnet mapping likewise does not sys-
tematically distinguish rigid from non-rigid synsets.
In our model, we separate the linguistically and cul-
turally specific vocabularies from the shared ontology
while using the ontology to interface the concepts used
by the various communities.
Through the mapping relations, we can keep the ontol-
ogy relatively small and compact whereas we can still
define the richness of the vocabularies of languages
in a precise way. The classes in the ontology can be
defined using rich axioms that model precise implica-
tions for inferencing.

3. Mapping methodology
3.1. Connecting Nouns and Verbs to the

Ontology
We followed a semi-automatic approach to create
mappings from all WordNet synsets to the KYOTO
ontology. Firstly, we derived a complete mapping for
nouns and verbs by exploiting the BCs. All nomi-
nal and verbal synsets in WordNet are indirectly re-
lated to at least one BC through the hypernym re-
lations and likewise to the ontology. All nominal
and verbal WordNet concepts have been aligned to
its corresponding ontological types. All concepts

7Some terms involve more than one role, e.g. gas-
powered-vehicle. Secondary participants are related
through sc hasCoParticipant and sc playCoRole mappings.

corresponding to a Base Concept have been aligned
by using the ”sc equivalentOf” relation. The rest of
nominal and verbal concepts have been mapped as
”sc subClassOf” to the class in the ontology corre-
sponding to the its Base Concept.
We also created mappings for those nominal concepts
connected by morpho-semantic links to events. We
used the WordNet morpho-semantic database8 to cre-
ate a set of rule-based heuristics to derive additional
connections among nominal concepts from WordNet
and event types in the ontology. WordNet 3.0 contains
derivational links connecting noun and verb senses,
e.g. between cannibal1n and cannibalise2

v. WordNet
morpho-semantic database also includes the semantic
type of the relationship (e.g. agent). The database uses
14 semantic relations between verbs and nouns. Table
1 shows an example and the relative frequency for the
three most frequent relations.
For each type of semantic relation we created an
heuristic to establish a connection for each synset to its
corresponding ontological type. Additionaly, in order
to filter out incorrect assigments, the heuristics per-
form a validation test regarding semantic properties
for both nominal and verbal synsets of the relation.
To distinguish among potential candidate connections,
these rules use as a background knowledge the Eu-
roWordNet Top Ontology9 (Álvez et al., 2008). We
use the EuroWordNet Top Ontology to test for their
static of dynamic attributes. We also use the hierarchi-
cal WordNet structure to test for endurant or perdurant
properties10.
Following (Nervo and Laure, 2011) we used the fol-
lowing equivalences:

• endurant = physical entity1
n \ process1

n

• perdurant = process1
n ∪ event1n ∪ state1

n

We also add the following equivalences:

• static = state1
n

• dynamic = process1
n ∪ event1n

• instrument = instrumentation1
n

• object = object1n

• substance = substance1
n

• person = person1
n

8http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/
standoff-files/morphosemantic-links.xls

9http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/
WordNet2TO

10In some cases we could also use the KYOTO ontology
itself.
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event (8,158 links)
intensify2

v make more intense, stronger, or more ...
intensification1

n action that makes something stronger or ...
agent (3,043 links)
cannibalise2

v eat human flesh
cannibal1n a person who eats human flesh
result (1,439 links)
acquit2v pronounce not guilty of criminal charges ...
acquittal1n a judgment of not guilty
by-means-of (1,273 links)
approbate2

v approve or sanction officially
approval1n a message expressing a favorable opinion ...
undergoer (878 links)
remit2v send (money) in payment
remittal1n a payment of money sent to a person in a ...
instrument (813 links)
accelerate2

v cause to move faster
accelerator1n a pedal that controls the throttle valve...
uses (740 links)
signalize2

v provide with traffic signals
signal1n any nonverbal action or gesture that ...
state (528 links)
survive2

v continue in existence after (an ...
survival1a a state of surviving; remaining alive
property (318 links)
beautify2

v be beautiful to look at
beauty1

a the qualities that give pleasure to the ...
location (288 links)
hospitalize2

v admit into a hospital
hospital1a a medical institution where sick or ...

Table 1: Examples for the most frequent morpho-semantic links

3.1.1. Heuristic for event relations
As an example, consider the heuristic for event rela-
tions11. Using the heuristic for the event relations, all
8,158 event relations have been connected to the ontol-
ogy since no test was required. Consider the example
presented in table 2.

00227165-v intensify –event–> 00374224-n intensification
00227165-v intensify –BCverb–> 00156601-v increase
00374224-n intensification –BCnoun–> 00363260-n change

Table 2: Example of event relation

Thus, we include the connections to their correspond-
ing Base Concepts as shown in table 3, and being nom-
inalisations of the same events, we also establish ad-
ditional relations to its related Base Concept types.

11The KYOTO deliverable D8.3 ”Domain extension of
central ontology” presents the whole set of heuristics ap-
plied for all type of relations

eng-30-00227165-v sc subClassOf
Kyoto#increase-eng-3.0-00156601-v
eng-30-00374224-n sc subClassOf
Kyoto#change-eng-3.0-00191142-n
eng-30-00227165-v sc subClassOf
Kyoto#change-eng-3.0-00191142-n
eng-30-00374224-n sc subClassOf
Kyoto#increase-eng-3.0-00156601-v

Table 3: Direct and inferred relations

3.1.2. Connecting Adjectives
In order to establish appropriate connections to the
Kyoto ontology for adjectives, we also use the Prince-
ton semantic relations to connect adjectives to its more
appropriate nominal or verbal concepts. Through
their hypernymy chain we also map each adjective as
”sc qualityOf” to the type corresponding to the Base
Concept of the noun or verb. We also map each ad-
jective as ”sc subclassOf” to the ”Kyoto#quality-eng-
3.0-04723816-n” type. The total number of adjecti-
val synsets is 18,156. There are 10,693 synsets which
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are satellites of 7,464 kernel synsets. However, not
all kernels have antonym relations to other kernels.
There are 3,618 kernels without antonymy relation.
They could have satellite synsets but do not constitute
a complete cluster. We thus distinguish between two
types of clusters: complete clusters and semi-clusters.
If a kernel has an antonymy relationship with another
kernel then it forms a complete cluster. If a kernel has
no antonymy relation it forms a semi-cluster. Exam-
ples of complete clusters with one or more antonyms
are shown in Table 4.

00031974-a active <–antonym–> 00033574-a inactive
01105620-a nonspecific <–antonym–> 01103021-a specific
01105620-a nonspecific <–antonym–> 01105233-a specific

Table 4: Some complete adjectival clusters

An example of a semi-cluster without antonyms is
shown in Table 5.

01380267-a aerial

Table 5: An adjectival semi-cluster

There are 1,897 complete clusters with two or more
semi-clusters. There are 1,849 complete clusters with
two semi-clusters, 44 clusters with three semi-clusters
and 4 clusters with four semi-clusters. We process
each cluster and semi-cluster to establish appropriate
connections to nouns and verbs depending to the avail-
able semantic relations in WordNet 3.0 relating the ad-
jectives to nouns or verbs. We processed the adjectives
depending on the structure and the adjective relations
contained in the clusters to nouns and verbs. Thus, we
have nine different sets. We developed several heuris-
tics considering the following WN relations between
adjectives and nouns or verbs (no priority is given to
none of them):

• Related form

• Participle of verb

• Pertainym (pertains to noun)

• Attribute

As an exemple we will ilustrate the mapping process
for a particular example corresponding to one of the
334 complete clusters12 . Recall that this type of clus-
ter have the antonym kernels with its corresponding
antonym noun or verb. For instance, consider the com-
plete mapping shown in Table 6.

12The KYOTO deliverable D8.3 “Domain extension of
central ontology” presents the whole set of heuristics ap-
plied for all types of adjectival clusters

00031974-a active <–antonym–> 00033574-a inactive
04635104-n activeness <–antonym–> 04635631-n inactiveness
00031974-a active <–related–> 04635104-n activeness
00033574-a inactive <–related–> 04635631-n inactiveness
04635104-n activeness –BCnoun–> 04616059-n trait
04635631-n inactiveness –BCnoun–> 04616059-n trait

Table 6: An example mapping for a complete adjecti-
val cluster

We use these relations to derive the Base Concepts of
the adjectives (kernel synsets and its satellites) by us-
ing the Base Concepts of the nouns and verbs. Table 7
shows an example of the new Base Concepts derived
for adjectives.

00031974-a active –BCadj–> 04616059-n trait
00033574-a inactive –BCadj–> 04616059-n trait

Table 7: An example mapping for a complete adjecti-
val cluster

4. Evaluation
We have not carried out a direct manual evaluation
of samples of the knowledge structure. It is not triv-
ial to carry out such an evaluation since the seman-
tics applies to hundreds of thousands of words and
concepts. We did however use the model within an
event-mining task that is described in more detail in
(Vossen et al., 2012) and (Vossen et al., fc). Within
this task, the sequential representation of the words in
a text is first expanded to WordNet synsets and next
to all the ontological implications that apply to these
synsets on the basis of our model. The implications
are collected by determining for each synset the set of
synsets to which it is related through hyponymy that
have a mapping to the Kyoto ontology. Next these on-
tological types are inserted in the text representation
and then expanded to other implications that follow
from the ontological structure. For example, the term
alis shad is a hyponym or migratory fish in WordNet.
The latter has a mapping to the perdurant ontology
type Migration as a process in which it is involved.
The ontology states that Migration is a subclass of
Change-of-Location. The event Change-of-Location
has axioms that imply a has-path, has-source and has-
destination role. Likewise, we insert mappings to all
these classes and the roles into the textual representa-
tion of alis shad in the text. We showed that these rep-
resentation can be used by the Kybots to successfully
extract events, participants and their roles regardless
of the many ways in which they are expressed. Fur-
thermore, the evaluation showed that we can use word-
sense-disambiguation scores to prefer certain seman-
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tic interpretations above others but also that subopti-
mal word-sense-disambiguation gives the highest F-
measure in terms of precision and recall. The rich-
ness of the model expands the textual representation
20 times using this methods. Nevertheless, we applied
the system to thousands of documents for which pro-
cessing time and efforts remained linear.

5. Conclusions
We described the connection of WordNet to a generic
ontology based on DOLCE. In total, we created for all
nominal, verbal and adjectival synsets, 114.016 map-
pings to the BCs, 185.666 mappings to the central on-
tology together with 30.000 mappings from ontology
labels to implications in the ontology. This provides
an extremely powerful basis for semantic processing
of full text in any domain. Through the equivalence
relations of wordnets in other languages to the English
WordNet, this semantic framework can also be applied
to the other languages.
Together with the ontology, the WordNet mappings
provide a extremely rich and powerful basis for se-
mantic processing of text in any domain. Through the
equivalence relations of wordnets in other languages
to the English WordNet, this semantic framework can
also be applied to the other languages. This provides
a common framework for semantic processing of text
for all the languages.
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